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Insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE) is a ubiquitous zinc-metallo-
protease that hydrolyzes several pathophysiologically relevant
peptides, including insulin and the amyloid �-protein (A�). IDE is
inhibited irreversibly by compounds that covalently modify cys-
teine residues, a mechanism that could be operative in the etiology
of type 2 diabetes mellitus (DM2) or Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
However, despite prior investigation, the molecular basis under-
lying the sensitivity of IDE to thiol-alkylating agents has not been
elucidated. To address this topic, we conducted a comprehensive
mutational analysis of the 13 cysteine residues within IDE. Our
analysis implicates C178, C812, and C819 as the principal residues
conferring thiol sensitivity. The involvement of C812 and C819,
residues quite distant from the catalytic zinc atom, provides func-
tional evidence that the active site of IDE comprises two separate
domains that are operational only in close apposition. Structural
analysis and other evidence predict that alkylation of C812 and
C819 disrupts substrate binding, whereas alkylation of C178 inter-
feres with the apposition of active-site domains and subtly repo-
sitions zinc-binding residues. Unexpectedly, alkylation of C590 was
found to activate hydrolysis of A� significantly, while having no
effect on insulin, demonstrating that chemical modulation of IDE
can be both bidirectional and highly substrate selective. Our
findings resolve a long-standing riddle about the basic enzymology
of IDE with important implications for the etiology of DM2 and AD.
Moreover, this work uncovers key details about the mechanistic
basis of the unusual substrate selectivity of IDE that may aid the
development of pharmacological agents or IDE mutants with
therapeutic value.

Alzheimer’s disease � amyloid �-protein � insulin � type 2 diabetes mellitus

Converging lines of evidence strongly implicate insulin-
degrading enzyme (IDE) hypofunctionality in the patho-

genesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and type 2 diabetes mellitus
(DM2) (1–3). Multiple, independent genetic studies conducted
on populations throughout the world have identified genetic
variations in and around the Ide gene that are associated with
late-onset AD (1, 4–6) and DM2 (7–9). In addition, a rat model
of diabetes was found to harbor missense mutations in IDE that
decrease its ability to degrade both insulin (10, 11) and amyloid
�-protein (A�) (10). Likewise, genetic deletion of the Ide gene
in mice produced elevations in the levels of cerebral A� (12, 13)
and circulating insulin (12) and, notably, also led to pronounced
glucose intolerance (12). Conversely, transgenic overexpression
of IDE in neurons potently reduced A� levels and prevented
amyloid plaque formation and downstream cytopathology in a
mouse model of AD (14). Despite these and other compelling
findings, functional mutations have not been found in the human
Ide gene, so it remains to be established how IDE hypofunc-
tionality might arise in the etiology of AD and DM2.

IDE belongs to an evolutionarily distinct superfamily of
zinc-metalloproteases with numerous properties that differ from
conventional zinc-metalloproteases (15, 16). First, IDE and its
homologs feature a zinc-binding motif, HxxEH, that is inverted
as compared to the canonical metalloprotease motif, HExxH

(17). Second, the subcellular localization of IDE is atypical,
being present predominantly in cytosol in addition to peroxi-
somes and mitochondria (15, 18). There is also abundant evi-
dence that IDE is transported to the extracellular space via a
poorly understood, nonclassical secretion pathway (18, 19).
Third, the structure of IDE is highly distinctive, consisting of two
bowl-shaped halves connected by a flexible linker (20). This
structure allows the protease to switch between two conforma-
tional states: an ‘‘open’’ state, which allows entry of substrates
and exit of products; and a ‘‘closed’’ state, wherein substrates
become entrapped within an unusually large internal chamber
formed from the N- and C-terminal halves (20).

IDE also differs from conventional zinc-metalloproteases in
being sensitive to thiol-modifying agents. The proteolytic activity
of IDE is inhibited irreversibly by compounds that covalently
modify thiol groups through Michael addition [e.g., N-
ethylmaleimide (NEM)] or alkylation (e.g., iodoacetamide),
while showing a more complex response to thiol-reducing agents
such as DTT, being activated by low but inhibited by high
concentrations (15). Historically, these properties of IDE, to-
gether with conflicting evidence of inhibition by the metal-
chelating agent, EDTA (21), substantially delayed its definitive
categorization as a metalloprotease. Indeed, IDE was initially
officially designated as a cysteine endoproteinase (EC 3.4.22.11)
by the Commission on Enzymes of the International Union of
Biochemistry (16).

Beyond the purely fundamental significance of this topic, the
thiol-sensitive nature of IDE very likely has pathophysiological
relevance as well. Several studies have shown that IDE activity
is reduced in tissue samples from patients with AD (22, 23) or
mild cognitive impairment (23). Importantly, these changes are
evident even in the absence of reduced protein levels, suggesting
that IDE can be functionally inactivated by disease-relevant
posttranslational modifications (22, 23). In this regard, it is highly
significant that, in aged mice, IDE has been shown to be
alkylated by 4-hydroxynonenal (24), a major lipid peroxidation
product that has been shown to inactivate IDE in vitro (33).
Together, these and other observations suggest that oxidative
damage to thiol groups in IDE could play a role in the patho-
genesis of age-related diseases such as AD and DM2.

Although the mechanistic basis underlying the thiol sensitivity
of IDE is not known, this topic has been investigated. As first
noted by Roth and co-workers (25), thiol-sensitive IDE ho-
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mologs contain a cysteine within their active-site motif (HxCEH)
that is absent from the thiol-insensitive bacterial homolog,
pitrilysin (also called Escherichia coli protease III) (15). Rosner
and co-workers (26) mutated this residue (C110) to serine or
glycine, but this failed to eliminate the sensitivity of human IDE
to NEM. Conversely, Becker and Roth (15) introduced a cys-
teine into the corresponding site of pitrilysin, but doing so failed
to confer thiol sensitivity to the protease. These findings sug-
gested that C110 likely pointed away from the active site, a
conclusion that has since been confirmed by crystallographic
analysis (20).

In the present work, we used a comprehensive approach to
establish which of the 13 cysteine residues within IDE mediate(s)
the inactivation of the protease by thiol-alkylating compounds.
Our analysis implicates C178, C812, and C819 as the principal
residues mediating this effect. These results were unexpected in
that they implicate residues quite distal to the residues involved
in zinc binding (H108, H112, and E189) and catalysis (E111),
providing evidence that the active site of IDE consists of
separate halves that must come into close apposition to be fully
functional. In addition, we show that alkylation of particular
cysteines yields highly substrate-selective effects, including se-
lective activation of the hydrolysis of A� with no corresponding
effects on insulin, providing insights into the unusual mode of
substrate binding of IDE that may aid the development of
substrate-selective modulators. Finally, the cysteine-free mutant
of IDE generated in this work should have broad utility for
numerous applications, including studies investigating whether
oxidative damage to IDE could play a role in the pathogenesis
of AD and/or DM2.

Results
There are 13 cysteines in known nonmitochondrial isoforms of
human IDE (20), including a recently identified splice variant
referred to as IDE-15b (27) [Fig. 1A, Table 1, and supporting
information (SI) Fig. S1]. One additional cysteine, C32, is
present within the mitochondrial targeting sequence (Fig. S1 A).
Interestingly, based on the predicted cleavage site within the
mitochondrial presequence, C32 is expected to be the extreme

N-terminal amino acid within mature mitochondrial IDE iso-
forms (Fig. S1 A) (18). Individual cysteines within human IDE
show variable degrees of conservation, with several conserved
even in invertebrate and unicellular fungal homologs (Table 1
and Fig. S1).

Newly revealed crystal structures of human IDE (20) now
permit us to establish the precise location of each cysteine and
thereby judge potential mechanisms by which thiol alkylation
might lead to inactivation of proteolytic activity. All but two
cysteines (C110 and C257) are predicted to be exposed to the
surface to some extent (Fig. 1 A and Table 1). Five cysteines
(C573, C590, C812, C819, and C904) face the internal chamber
of IDE, whereas five others (C171, C178, C414, C789, and C966)
are exposed to the outer surface of the protease (Fig. 1). The
location of C974 was not resolved in the crystal structures
obtained to date; however, we predict that this residue is also
exposed to the outer surface of IDE based on modeling and the
assumption of flexibility in this region (Fig. 1 A). As considered
in greater detail below, the position of C178 is of special interest
because of its placement at the junction between the N- and
C-terminal halves of IDE and its proximity to active-site residues
(Fig. 1B). Cysteines involved in disulfide bonds represent an
additional category of interest. In this regard, it is of interest that
C573 and C904 lie quite close in the structures obtained to date
(Fig. S2), which we note were determined under reducing
conditions (20). If C573 and C904 do form a disulfide bond in the
native protein, alkylation could potentially lead to allosteric
changes affecting activity. We note that none of the cysteines
within IDE makes sufficiently close contact at the homodimer
interface to participate in intermolecular disulfide bonds (20).
From this structural analysis, we can conclude that thiol-
alkylating compounds could influence IDE activity via a large
number of potential mechanisms. Moreover, virtually any of the
13 cysteines within IDE, and quite possibly multiple residues,
could conceivably be involved, therefore necessitating a com-
prehensive analysis.

As an initial approach, we generated recombinant IDE in
which single cysteines were mutated individually to serine, a
structurally similar but much less nucleophilic amino acid (Fig.

Fig. 1. Cysteine residues present in human IDE. (A) Positions of cysteine residues (red) accessible to the surface of human IDE as viewed from different
perspectives. The N- and C-terminal halves of human IDE are shown in green and blue, respectively, and the zinc atom is depicted as a magenta sphere. The
modeled portion of the protein, which includes C974, is depicted in light blue. Note the proximity of C812 and C819 (red) to the active-site zinc (magenta) when
in the closed conformation (Lower Right). (B) Cysteine residues (yellow) near the active site of IDE. Note the placement of C178 near the junction between the
N- and C-terminal halves. The zinc atom is depicted as a gray sphere. Dashed lines show the distance between neighboring residues that could be impacted by
alkylation. The distances between the sulfur atom in C178 and the nearest atoms in L116 and T825 are 3.02 Å and 5.69 Å, respectively. The figure was constructed
from Protein Data Bank ID code 2G54 (20) by using PyMOL (32).
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2B). The 13 different C-to-S mutants, together with wild-type
IDE (WT-IDE), were each expressed recombinantly and tested
for sensitivity to a range of concentrations of NEM by using an
activity assay based on a fluorogenic peptide substrate, FRET1
(see Materials and Methods). Like WT-IDE, each of the mutants
was fully inhibited by the highest concentration of NEM tested

(2 mM; data not shown). This result demonstrates that no single
cysteine is wholly responsible for the inactivating effect of NEM,
including C110 within the active-site motif, as was shown in ref.
26. However, mutation of C178 to serine or alanine shifted the
IC50 of NEM by �200%, whereas a similar albeit less pro-
nounced effect was observed for IDE-C819S (Fig. 2), thus
implicating both of these residues as partially mediating the thiol
sensitivity of IDE.

Our next strategy was to perform the inverse experiment:
namely, generating a cysteine-free IDE mutant (CF-IDE) in
which all 13 cysteines were converted to serines, then replacing
each cysteine individually. (For clarity, the single-C IDE mutants
are designated as IDE-sC110, IDE-sC171, etc.) In principle, this
approach should determine which residue(s) are sufficient to
impart thiol sensitivity, allowing us to determine more quickly
which combination of cysteines underlies this property. Gener-
ating CF-IDE would also rule out the more remote possibility
that residues other than cysteines might mediate sensitivity to
NEM, as has been shown, for example, for vitamin K-dependent
carboxylase (28). As expected, near-total resistance to NEM was
observed for CF-IDE (Fig. 3). We note, however, that 2 mM
NEM consistently produced partial inhibition (�25%) of
CF-IDE and other mutants showing resistance to NEM, sug-
gesting that noncovalent modes of inhibition are operative at this
very high concentration.

When the single-C IDE mutants were tested after treatment
with 2 mM NEM, we observed significant inhibition for IDE-
sC812 and IDE-sC819 (Fig. 3B), demonstrating convincingly
that C812 and C819 are each sufficient to mediate the inhibition
conferred by NEM. However, contrary to inferences derived
from previous experiments, IDE-sC178 remained resistant to
NEM. To investigate this discrepancy and to determine the
minimal set of mutated cysteines necessary to confer resistance
to NEM, we examined a large set IDE mutants containing
various numbers of C-to-S substitutions distributed throughout
the protein (Fig. 4). Consistent with the involvement of C178
seen before (Fig. 2), mutation of C812 and C819 separately or
together was not sufficient to produce resistance to NEM;
instead, complete resistance to NEM was achieved if and only if
C178 was mutated together with both C812 and C819 (Fig. 4).
Possible explanations for the inconsistent results obtained with
IDE-sC178 are considered below (see Discussion).

To establish whether these results were generalizable to more
physiologically relevant substrates, the single-C IDE mutants
were tested by using A� and insulin degradation assays. The

Table 1. Cysteine residues present in human IDE and their associated properties

Region Residue Species conserved in* Location† Comments

N-term C32 Mm MTS At N-term in mature mitochondrial isoforms
C110 Mm, Xl, Dr, Dm, Ce, Sc B In active-site primary sequence (HFCEH)
C171 Mm, Xl, Dr, Sc E
C178 Mm, Xl, Dr E/B/J Near zinc-binding residue (E189)
C257 Mm, Xl, Dr, Ce, Sc B
C414 Mm, Xl, Dr, Dm E

C-term C573 Mm, Xl, Dr, Dm I Could form disulfide bridge with C904
C590 Mm, Xl, Dr, Dm I Conserved in alternative exon 15b
C789 Mm, Xl, Dr (Dm, Ce, Sc)‡ E/B
C812 Mm, Xl, Dr I
C819 Mm, Xl, Dr, Dm, Sc I
C904 Mm, Xl, Dr I Could form disulfide bridge with C573
C966 Mm, Dr E
C974 E (pred) Position not resolved by crystallography

*Mm, Mus musculus; Xl, Xenopus laevis; Dr, Danio rerio; Dm, Drosophila melanogaster; Sc, Saccharomyces cerevisae; Ce, Ceanorhabditis elegans.
†B, buried; E, external surface; I, internal surface; J, junction between N- and C-terminal halves; MTS, mitochondrial targeting sequence; pred, predicted.
‡Cysteines are present at adjacent position in these species.

Fig. 2. Effect of individual C-to-S mutations on NEM-mediated inhibition of
IDE. (A) Dose–response curves showing the activity of IDE-C178S, IDE-C819S,
and WT-IDE in the presence of varying concentrations of NEM. (B) Graph
depicting the IC50 values of individual C-to-S mutants relative to WT-IDE. Data
are mean � SEM for 3–14 replications per condition. *, P � 0.05; �, P � 0.001.
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single-C mutants were especially valuable for probing the mo-
lecular details of substrate binding because they permitted the
introduction of modifications at several discrete locations dis-
tributed throughout the internal chamber of IDE (Fig. 1 A).
Using A� or insulin as substrate, IDE-sC812 and IDE-sC819 also
showed sensitivity to 2 mM NEM; however, the magnitude of
this effect was greatly attenuated for both substrates relative to
that observed by using FRET1 (Fig. 5). As was true for FRET1
(Fig. 4), NEM failed to inhibit the hydrolysis of A� or insulin by
IDE-sC178 (Fig. S3). Finally, in an unexpected result, we found
that treatment of IDE-sC590 with NEM significantly activated
the hydrolysis of A� by �44% (Fig. 5) while showing no effect
on insulin or FRET1 (Fig. 5). The implications of this surprising
finding are considered below.

Discussion
In the present work, we used site-directed mutagenesis and
protease activity assays with multiple substrates to probe the role
of cysteine residues in determining the well known sensitivity of
IDE to thiol-alkylating agents. With some important caveats
considered below, our results support the conclusion that C178,
C812, and C819 are the principal residues mediating the thiol
sensitivity of IDE. Although the evidence implicating C812 and
C819 is highly consistent, our results for C178 were less straight-
forward. On the one hand, mutation of C178 alone imparted a
significant rightward shift to the dose–response curve for NEM
inhibition. Moreover, mutation of C812 and C819 together was

insufficient to confer complete resistance to NEM unless C178
was also mutated. However, contrary to expectations, IDE-
sC178 remained resistant to NEM, suggesting that this amino
acid was not a sufficient mediator of thiol sensitivity.

What accounts for this discrepancy? We speculate that the
position of the lone cysteine in IDE-sC178 is subtly altered by the
presence of the 12 C-to-S mutations at the remaining positions
in this mutant. Differences in the physicochemical properties
between serine and cysteine, particularly when distributed at 12

Fig. 3. Effects of NEM on the activity of CF-IDE and single-C IDE mutants. (A)
Dose–response curves showing the activity of WT-IDE and CF-IDE in the
presence of varying concentrations of NEM. Note that, despite strong resis-
tance to NEM, CF-IDE is partially inhibited at high concentrations. (B) Graph
depicting the activity of single-C mutants in the presence of 2 mM NEM
relative to WT-IDE and CF-IDE. Data are mean � SEM for three to five
replications per condition. F, P � 0.01; �, P � 0.001.

Fig. 4. Effects of NEM on the activity of IDE mutants containing various
C-to-S mutations. Graph shows activity for IDE containing C-to-S mutations at
the sites indicated in the table below. Note that resistance to NEM is observed
if and only if mutations are present in C178, C812, and C819 simultaneously.
Data are mean � SEM for three to six replications per condition. *, P � 0.05;
�, P � 0.001.

Fig. 5. Substrate-specific effects induced by alkylation of individual cysteines
in IDE. Graph depicts the percentage of activation or inhibition observed by
using different single-C mutants and different substrates after treatment with
2 mM NEM. Data are presented as the percentage of the activity of CF-IDE
under the same condition (see Fig. S3 for the raw dataset). Data are mean �
SEM for three to five replications per condition. Statistical significance reflects
comparison with the activity of CF-IDE using the same substrate. *, P � 0.05;
F, P � 0.01; �, P � 0.001.
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different sites throughout the protein, could influence the
positioning of the sulfur atom within C178 and thereby alter its
susceptibility to alkylation. C178 is only partially exposed to the
surface in WT-IDE (Fig. 1B), so even modest changes in position
might decrease its vulnerability to alkylation. Consistent with this
explanation, we were unable to detect alkylation at C178 by mass
spectrometry even after extensive treatment of natively folded
IDE-sC178 with NEM (data not shown).

Having determined the specific cysteines mediating the thiol
sensitivity of IDE, it nonetheless remains to be established which
molecular mechanism(s) are operative, because distinct mecha-
nisms are plausible depending on the precise location of each
residue. C812 and C819 are both located on the surface of the
internal chamber of IDE (see Fig. 1A). In terms of primary
structure, these residues are �700 aa away from the residues
involved in zinc binding and catalysis (H108–H112); nevertheless,
they actually lie remarkably close to the active-site zinc at the
tertiary structural level (Fig. 1A Lower Right). Several conclusions
derive from the peculiar placement of these residues. First, because
alkylation of either of these residues virtually eliminated hydrolysis
of FRET1, it follows that this substrate interacts with this region of
the protease. In this instance, the underlying inhibitory mechanism
involves interference with the binding of the substrate. It is remark-
able, however, that alkylation at these positions failed to abrogate
hydrolysis of larger peptide substrates (see Fig. 3B). Thus, unlike
conventional proteases, there is no single substrate-binding site
within IDE that is shared by all substrates; instead, individual
substrates appear to interact with any of several domains within the
protease in an idiosyncratic manner. This important property of
IDE raises the possibility that substrate-selective pharmacological
agents might eventually be found.

Our findings with C812 and C819 also provide compelling
functional evidence that the active site of IDE is comprised of two
separate pieces that become functional only when in close apposi-
tion, as obtains exclusively for the closed conformation. It follows
that substrate binding can occur only after transition to the closed
conformation, and therefore binding likely requires substantial
repositioning of the substrate while it is entrapped within the
internal chamber. Taken together, these inferences support the
interesting proposition that IDE may be capable of cleaving its
substrates at multiple sites during a single catalytic cycle.

The contribution of C178 to the thiol sensitivity of IDE likely
involves a different set of mechanisms because this residue faces the
outer surface of the protease and is also positioned near the
interface between the N-and C-terminal halves (see Fig. 1B).
Because of this peculiar placement, alkylation of C178 could inhibit
IDE through two possible mechanisms involving interactions with
neighboring residues. The first mechanism involves allosteric
changes to the position of active-site residues. C178 resides on the
same �-helix containing the zinc-binding residue, E189 (Fig. 1B). In
addition, the sulfur atom of C178 is positioned very close to L116,
which itself lies on the same �-helix containing the remaining three
active-site residues (Fig. 1B). As was demonstrated recently for
IDE, even small changes to active-site moieties can have profound
influences on the behavior of the protease (29). A second possible
mechanism follows from the proximity of C178 to T825 (Fig. 1B).
Because T825 lies within the C-terminal half of IDE, it is likely that
alkylation of C178 disrupts the close apposition of the C- and
N-terminal regions required for full functionality. Whether either
or both of these mechanisms apply, both can be conceived of as
allosteric effects that indirectly alter the shape of the active site.

An unexpected finding of the present work was the discovery
that alkylation of C590 significantly accelerated the hydrolysis of
A� but not insulin or our fluorogenic peptide substrate. This
result constitutes an intriguing example of activation of IDE by
a synthetic small molecule and, more generally, provides an
important proof of principle showing that IDE activity can
indeed be modulated bidirectionally and substrate-selectively.

From a therapeutic perspective, this result is also of interest in
that it specifically implicates the region surrounding C590 as
differentially involved in the binding of A� but not insulin. It is
conceivable that selective modification of this region, either
pharmacologically or by mutation, could lead to the selective
enhancement of A� degradation. However, it remains to be
determined whether this can be achieved in practice.

In view of the substrate-selective effects we have observed, it is
important to qualify our conclusions as strictly applying only to
those substrates specifically investigated in this work. We cannot
exclude the possibility that alkylation of cysteines other than C178,
C812, and C819 may inhibit the processing of substrates we did not
test or, conversely, that alkylation at these sites might fail to inhibit
the processing of other substrates. In a related vein, it is also
important to recognize that the properties of the thiol-alkylating
agent itself will strongly influence whether or not inhibition or
activation is achieved with a particular substrate.

By way of conclusion, we would like to highlight the practical
utility of the cysteine-free mutant we have developed, CF-IDE.
By introducing cysteine(s) at appropriate positions, CF-IDE can
be modified site-specifically with a wide range of thiol-selective
reagents. Such an approach would be used for exploring sub-
strate–protease interactions or for many other possible applica-
tions. In addition, CF-IDE should prove invaluable in future
studies investigating whether oxidative damage to IDE cysteines
might play a role in the etiology of AD or DM2.

Materials and Methods
Site-Directed Mutagenesis. Mutations were introduced into pGST-wtIDE, a
bacterial expression vector encoding wild-type IDE fused to the C terminus of
GST (27), by using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations (Stratagene). Mutations were verified
by DNA sequencing. To minimize the possible accrual of secondary mutations
in the vector backbone, mutated portions of cDNAs were cloned back into the
original vector by using appropriate restriction sites. A similar domain-
swapping cloning strategy was used to generate CF-IDE and other multiple
C-to-S mutants.

IDE Expression and Purification. Expression and purification of IDE were carried
out as described in ref. 27. Mutants were stored frozen at �80°C in storage
buffer [50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT]. Immediately before
activity assays, the storage buffer was exchanged with DTT-free assay buffer
[50 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2 supplemented with 0.1%
BSA] by using 0.5-ml Amicon Microcon YM-30 spin columns according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations (Millipore Corp.). To control for the time-
dependence of NEM-mediated inhibition, all proteases were preincubated
with NEM for an identical time period (1 h) before the initiation of reactions.

Activity Assays. IDE activity was quantified as described in ref. 30 by monitor-
ing the rate of hydrolysis of (7-methoxycoumarin-4-yl)acetic acid-GGFL-
RKVGQK(2,4-dinitrophenyl) (FRET1; 5 �M), a fluorogenic peptide substrate
(kindly synthesized by Margaret Condron and David Teplow, UCLA). A�

degradation was measured by using a fluorescence polarization-based assay
as described in ref. 31. Insulin degradation was assessed by quantifying
hydrolysis-dependent fluorescence dequenching (�ex, 485; �em, 535) of insulin
labeled with fluorescein isothiocyanate (50 nM; Sigma). Assays were per-
formed at room temperature in black, 384-well, low-volume nonbinding
surface microplates (Corning, Inc.) by using a SpectraMax M5 multimode
spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices).

Statistical Analysis. Tests for statistical significance were performed by using
the two-tailed Student’s t test with various levels of significance (P � 0.05,
0.01, or 0.001). For comparisons with unequal numbers of replications per
group, Hartley’s Fmax was calculated to check for homogeneity of variance.
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